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Motivation

� Computers RAM is not enough (currently)

� Main memory to small to contain all the data

� Information must be persistent beyond the lifetime of a process

� multiple processes need to share data

� Solution:

� store stuff on hard disks and similar devices

� information becomes persistent – no longer dependent on processes,

disappears only if deleted

� administration by operating system
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Main Points

� File systems

� Useful abstractions on top of physical devices

� File system usage patterns

� File- and Directory Layout
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� User does not want to see, know and understand

� where and

� how

� data is stored

� must be able to refer to data
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What users want

� Reliability

� data survives crashes etc.

� data survives device failure

� Large capacity at low cost

� High performance

� Named data

� Controlled sharing
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� RAM content lost when crash or power failure

� non-volatile storage keeps content beyond crashes etc.

� persistent storage

� stable storage

� higher capacity and lower cost
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Nonvolatile Storage

� Abstraction on top of persistent storage

� Magnetic disk

� Flash memory (e.g., USB thumb drive)

� Devices provide

� Storage that (usually) survives across machine crashes

� Block level (random) access

� Large capacity at low cost

� Relatively slow performance
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File System as Illusionist

Hides Limitations of Physical Storage

� Persistence of data stored in file system:

� Even if crash happens during an update

� Even if disk block becomes corrupted

� Even if flash memory wears out

� Naming:

� Named data instead of disk block numbers

� Directories instead of flat storage

� Byte addressable data even though devices are block-oriented
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File System as Illusionist (2)

� Performance:

� Cached data

� Data placement and data structure organization

� Controlled access to shared data
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Terms

� file system: operating system abstraction providing persistent, named

data, hierarchical organisation and access control

� persistent data: is stored until explicitly deleted

� named data: can be accessed via a human-readable identifier

� file: named collection of data in a file systems

� file Metadata: information about the file, understood and managed

by the OS (size, owner, security info)

� file data: whatever information an application puts in it
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� Block level random access

� Good performance for reads; worse for random writes
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� regular files
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� binary data (usual with an internal structure)
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� special files (/dev/. . . , /proc/...)

� block special files

� character special files
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File System Workload

� How are files used?

� Most files are read/written sequentially

� Some files are read/written randomly

� Ex: database files, swap files

� Some files have a pre-defined size at creation

� Some files start small and grow over time

� Ex: program stdout, system logs
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� May not know at file creation

� Whether file will become small or large

� Whether file is persistent or temporary

� Whether file will be used sequentially or randomly
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Terms

� root directory: root of the tree

� path: string that identifies a file or directory

� absolute path: path starting with / (the root directory)

� relative path: path relative to the current working directory

� home directory: directory associated with a user
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Accessing files - API

creating and deleting files: create(), unlink()

linking files (creating a hard link) link()

directory operations: mkdir(), rmdir()

open to start accessing a file: open()

close to end accessing the file: close()
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reading from a file: read()

writing to a file: write()

positioning seek()

force modification to disk: fsync()
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API

� UNIX file open is a Swiss Army knife:

� Open the file, return file descriptor

� Options:

� if file doesn’t exist, return an error

� If file doesn’t exist, create file and open it

� If file does exist, return an error

� If file exists but isn’t empty, nix it then open

� If file exists but isn’t empty, return an error

� . . .
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File System Design Constraints

� For small files:

� Small blocks for storage efficiency

� Files used together should be stored together

� For large files:

� Contiguous allocation for sequential access

� Efficient lookup for random access

� May not know at file creation
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FS Design Options

FAT FFS NTFS

Index structure Linked list Tree (fixed, assym) Tree (dynamic)

granularity block block extent

free space allocation FAT array Bitmap (fixed location) Bitmap (file)

Locality defragmentation Block groups Extents

reserve space Best Fit, defragment

29 Daniel Gruss



file structure

� Internal structure different issue

� for the operating system generally only a byte stream

� other structures exist, mainly on mainframes
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How to find Named Data

File Name
Offset

Directory File Number
Offset

Storage
Block

Index Structure

32 Daniel Gruss



Directory are files

music  320
work    219
foo.txt  871

Directory: File that contains a collection of File Name � file number mappings

33 Daniel Gruss



Directories

� How to find a file in the directory tree

� Find root directory

� e.g. fixed file number (2)

� rescursive lookup

� speed up by caching

� principle of locality
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Recursive File Name Lookup

music  320
work    219
foo.txt  871

File 830
 ˝/home/tom˝

mike 682
ada    818
tom 830

File 158
 ˝/home˝

File 871
 ˝/home/tom/foo.txt˝

bin    737
usr     924
home 158

File 2
 ˝/˝

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped 
over the 
lazy dog.
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Directory API

� We could use open/read/write/close

� side effects?

� have to know the structure

� shall not corrupt directory

� shall have control over file numbers

� part of open/create syscall functionality

� special system calls for directory operations

� read by user process possible

� special library functions or syscalls (e.g. getdents - ,,get directory

entries“) helpful
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Directory Layout

� Directory stored as a file

� linear search to find filename

� OK for small directories
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Large Directories: B Trees (XFS)
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Large Directories: Storage
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Linking

� A file may have multiple names

� in multiple directories

Hard-Link: multiple file directory entries that map different path names

to the same file number

Soft-Link: map one name to another name (including path)
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Linking - Hard Link
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Linking - Soft Link
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Finding Data

� We must be able to find the blocks belonging to a file

� Other goals:

� support sequential data placement to maximize sequential file access

� provide efficient random access to any block

� be efficient for small files

� be scalable to support large files

� provide a place to store Metadata
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� FAT

� Unix FFS

� NTFS

� COW/ZFS
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FAT

� MS FAT file system

� implemented late 70ies

� main file system for MS-DOS and early windows

� many enhancements

� FAT-32: 228blocks and 232 − 1bytes

� Today: Still in use for SD-Cards etc.
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FAT-32
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FAT-32

� FAT - File Allocation Table

� array of 32 bit entries

� reserved area of volume

� file: linked list of FAT entries, each entry points to successor or ,,end

of file“

� One entry for each block in the volume

� File number: index of the first entry in the FAT
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FAT free space tracking/locality

� FAT[i] == 0 � block is free

� Find free block: search FAT

� allocation: scan through FAT from last entry allocated

� may fragment file-system

� run defragmentation tool
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FAT discussion

� widely used - simple, wide supporting

� Poor locality � fragmented files

� Poor random access � need to traverse FAT

� Limited metadata and access control

� No hard links

� limitation of volume and file size

� max. 228 blocks

� block size up to 256 KB - internal fragmentation

� lack of modern reliability techniques
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UNIX FFS

� Unix Fast File System - released mid 1980

� many data-structures identical to Ritchie/Thomposon’s original UNIX

FS (1970ies)

� Tree-based multilevel index

� locality heuristics

� Today: ext2/ext3 based on FFS
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Unix

Figure 1: Disk layout, classical example
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Implementation (,,classical Unix“)

� boot block: Boot Loader, to boot system

� super block: Infos on file system, e.g.

� size of partition

� block size

� pointer to free block list

� numberings of the root directory

� ,,magic number“ (identifies file system type)

� ...

� index nodes (inodes)

� 1:1-relation between inodes and files

� data blocks
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Index structure - inodes
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inodes
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Inode

� Attributes:

� type

� file, directory, character special file, block special file

� owner

� user, group

� time values

� created, last modified, last accessed

� size

� in bytes and blocks

� mode

� permissions (rwx)

� but NO file name
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Inode

� 10 (12) direct block pointers � sufficient for small files

� 1 indirect block: points to a block containing a list of block numbers

� 1 double indirect block: points to a block containing a list of block

numbers

� each of these block numbers points to a block containing a list of

block numbers

� 1 triple indirect block: points to a block containing a list of block

numbers

� each of these block numbers points to a block containing a list of

block numbers

� each of these block numbers points to a block containing a list of block

numbers
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small file
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Inodes

� files may have multiple names

� directories contain names and numberings

� multiple occurrence possible

� ,,hard link“

� inode contains link count
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Inodes

� Inode link-count 0:

� no more reference within file system exists

� file can be deleted

� number of inodes limited

� file system may be full, because

� no free inode

� all blocks used
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Sparse files

� Sparse file: one or more empty spaces are surrounded by file data

� empty space: needs not consume disk spaces

fd=creat("test.file",777);

lseek(fd,1000000000,SEEK_SET);

write(fd,"test",2);

close(fd);

� Should create a file of size ˜1GB using one block

� does not work on my EXT4 disk
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Sparse file
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Free space management
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place data -> optimize concurrent access to: 1. data 2. metadata 3. other files same directory



Free space management
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different directories may be far from each other; divide disk into block groups; Distribute Metadata



Free space management
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metadata close to data; directory and files in same block group if possible; new subdirectory in different block groups; all in same block group would fill it too quickly



Block group placement

� places data to optimize concurrent access to

� data blocks of a file

� metadata of a file

� different files from the same directory

� different directories may be far from each others
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Placement Heuristics

� Divide disk into block groups

� Distribute Metadata

� metadata close to data

� directory and files in same block group if possible

� new subdirectory in different block groups

� all in same block group would fill it too quickly

� Place data blocks - first free heuristic in block groups
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Placement Heuristics
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Reserved space

� when disk is nearly full: no chance to optimize

� few KB free: file scattered across block groups

� FFS reserves part of disk

� shows reduced disk size to applications

� free space below reserve: disk considered full

� admin can still log in and free spaces
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NTFS

� Microsoft New Technology File System

� released 1993

� many new features compared to FAT

� new index structures

� flexible metadata

� improved security

� improved reliability

� Today: still primary file system for Windows-OS
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NTFS

� Microsoft New Technology File System

� released 1993

� many new features compared to FAT

� new index structures

� flexible metadata

� improved security

� improved reliability

� Today: still primary file system for Windows-OS
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NTFS Index Structures

� Extents: variable sized region of a file stored in a contiguous region

on the storage device

� Flexible Tree and Master File Table(MFT): each file represented

by a tree

� small number of extents: shallow tree

� badly fragmented file: deeper tree

� Root: stored in a MFT (similar to inode array)

� array of 1KB MFT records

� contains sequence of variable-size attribute records

� can contain data and metadata

� data is an attribute of a file-system
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index for NTFS basic file
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MFT contains nonresident data attribute; sequence of extent pointers; specify starting block and length of blocks of an extent; extent: variable size - can be multi-GB; File small: attribute may contain data



index for NTFS basic file

� MFT contains nonresident data attribute

� sequence of extent pointers

� specify starting block and length of blocks of an extent

� extent: variable size - can be multi-GB

� File small: attribute may contain data
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NTFS small file
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NTFS metadata attributes

� Standard information: needed for all files

� creation/modification/access time

� owner ID

� security specifier

� R/O - hidden - system flags

� File name and file number of parent directory

� may have multiple file name attributes (hard link)

� Attribute list: attributes may be stored in multiple MFT records

� first record points to others
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NTFS - multiple MFT records
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Growing Files
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file can go through four stages of growth, depending on size and fragmentation: 1. small file - content in MFT record as resident data attribute 2. file data in small number of extents tracked by a single non-resident data attribute 3. file is large: extent pointers do not fit in single MFT record



Growing Files
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multiple non-resident data attributes in multiple MFT records; attribute list in first MFT-R indicate which records track which ranges; huge file, extreme fragmentation: file attribute list can be made nonresident



Growing Files

File can go through four stages of growth, depending on size and

fragmentation

1. small file - content in MFT record as resident data attribute

2. file data in small number of extents tracked by a single non-resident

data attribute

3. file is large: extent pointers do not fit in single MFT record

3.1 multiple non-resident data attributes in multiple MFT records

3.2 attribute list in first MFT-R indicate which records track which ranges

4. huge file, extreme fragmentation: file attribute list can be made

nonresident
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Metadata files

� no special regions for file system metadata

� all metadata in ordinary files:

� file 5: root directory

� file 6: free space bitmap

� file 8: bad block list

� file 9: security and access control information

� file 0: master file tableofcontents

� first sector contains a pointer to first MFT entry

� makes it easier to dynamically grow metadata
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NTFS locality heuristics

� variation of “best fit” - place a newly allocated file in the smallest free

region large enough

� applications can indicate expected file size

� start of volume reserved for MFT table to avoid fragmentation
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COW File systems

� COW file systems never overwrite existing data or metadata

� write new versions to new locations

� Example - append a block to a file

traditional, update in place FS

� update free space bitmap

� update inode in inode array

� update file’s indirect block

� write file’s data block
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COW File systems

Example - append a block to a file

COW FS

� find sequential run of free space

� write

� new bitmap

� new inode

� new indirect block

� data block
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COW
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Why COW-FS

� small writes are expensive

� benefit of converting small random writes to large sequential ones

� small writes especially expensive on RAID

� better performance to update multiple blocks in a single stripe than

multiple blocks in multiple stripes

� Caches filter reads

� large caches can handle all file system reads

� buffering writes limited (want to have the data safe)

� techniques to optimize write performance appealing

81 Daniel Gruss
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Why COW FS

� Flash Storage

� to write a small flash page the large erasure block has to be cleared

� only limited number of write-erase-cycles requires wear-leveling

(spreading writes evenly across all cells)

� flash translation layer of drive uses COW techniques to virtualize block

addresses

� internally redirects writes to already cleared blocks

� moves existing data to new pages

� operation below file system - but using same principle

� Versioning

� COW together with large capacity storage allows for versioning
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traditional update-in-place-fs index structure
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file's indirect nodes and data blocks can be located anywhere on disk; inumber of file - find inode in fixed location



Simple COW-FS
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Here we do not want to overwrite inodes; make them mobile; store in file not array; still need to find the root inode (of the inode file); simplest: root inode in fixed location; but: we may want to make that inode copy on write (don't want to risk losing root inode in crash during update)



Simple COW-FS

� We do not want to overwrite inodes

� We must make them mobile

� Store them in file rather than array

� Still need to find the root inode (of the inode file)

� Simplest: root inode in fixed location

� But: we may want to make that inode copy on write

� (don’t want to risk losing root inode in crash during update)
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Simple COW-FS

� include version-number + checksum

� version-number increases monotonically

� small array of slots, update the oldest one when a write occurs

� if crashed: scan slots to identify newest with correct checksum

� all content of FS in a tree rooted in the root inode

� update a block: write it and all the blocks on the path to new

locations
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COW FS
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ZFS

� file system and logical volume manager by Sun Microsystems (now

Oracle)

� Introduced 2005 with OpenSolaris

� induces protection against data corruption

� supports high storage capabilities

� efficient data compression

� includes volume management, snapshots, copy-on-write

� continuous integrity checking and automatic repair

� Open source, OpenZFS
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root: uberblock; 256 uberblocks in fixed storage location; rotating successive versions; restart: scan array and use the highest sequence number with correct checksum; uberblock contains pointer to root dnode
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dnode

� basic metadata object in ZFS

� similar to inode or MFT

� file represented by variable-depth tree

� root: dnode

� leaves: data blocks
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dnode

� space for three block pointers and tree depth

� 0: dnode stores files data

� 1: pointers are pointers to data blocks

� 2: pointers point to indirect blocks

� 3: pointers point to double indirect blocks

� ... (up to a value of 6)
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dnode

� block sizes:

� from 512 bytes to 128 KB

� specified in dnode

� block pointer: 128 byte data structure

� include fields for advanced features

� block compression

� placing copies on different devices

� file system snapshots

� block checksums
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ZFS space map

� designed to scale to extremely large storage systems

� bitmaps grow linearly with capacity

� large bitmaps affect

� memory requirements

� time needed to read bitmaps

� caching partially helps (freeing is unpredictable)
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ZFS space maps

� space map for each block groups

� allocation restricted to a subset of block groups at any given time

� space maps of those groups are in memory

� free space represented as an AVL-tree of extents

� allows to efficient find extend of desired size

� search performance does not degrade

� space map updates of space maps on disk:

� append update to log

� bring space map up to date when loading from disk
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ZFS locality heuristics

� COW file systems are designed to optimize write performance

� ... but: a lot of work to update a single block ... ???

� two important things:

� sequential updates

� batched updates
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sequential updates

� sequential writes:

� almost everything is mobile in ZFS

� almost all update grouped into a single write to a free range of

sequential blocks on disk

� only uberblock needs to go elsewhere

� sequential writes much faster than random ones

� excellent write performance even though more metadata written
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batched updates

� ZFS does not write one update at a time

� several seconds of updates are written as a batched

� updates to dnodes and indirect nodes may be amortized over many

writes

� updates to the uberblock, root dnode, dnode array’s indirect block

may be amortized over many writes
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Where to write the data...

� Choose a device

� Choose a block group

� Choose a block
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Choose a device

� ZFS pool may span multiple devices

� round robin to maximize throughput

� bias towards devices with large amounts of free space

� to maintain good locality: 512KB on one device before moving on
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� ZFS divides device into several hundred groups of sequential blocks

� first choice: continue to use block group used most recently

� ... unless too full or fragmented (largest free region ¡ 128 KB)
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Choose block

� first fit allocation within block grouped

� when almost full: best fit
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Other file systems

� ext*

� journaling

� bitlocker
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ext/ext2/ext3/ext4

� linux-based file systems

� originally ,,cross-development“ in minix

� based on the minix file system

� quite clean implementation

� but limited disk sizes and file names

� VFS: virtual file system layer

� interface allowing to use different file systems
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ext

� ext: extended file system (1992)

� first implementation supporting VFS

� 2 GB disk size

� 255 Byte file names

� successors: ext2 - ext3 - ext4
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ext2

� first successor

� integrates ideas from the Unix File Systems (UFS) aka Berkeley Fast

File System (BSD FFS)

� design principle: extensibility

� until Kernel 2.6.17 volume size limited to 2TB

� uses cylinder-groups, superblock, inodes as described above
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ext2

� Attributes (examples):

� c: compressed

� file stored in a compressed manner

� s: secured

� blocks overwritten with 0 after file is deleted

� S: synchronized

� data written to hard disk immediately

� A: append mode

� files always opened in append-mode
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ext2

� Fast symbolic links

� symbolic link: indirection - file contains name of another file

� normally stored on the data blocks of the file

� fast symlinks: inode contains file name

� “dirty” state

� after OS-crash: fsck recommended/enforced

� regulars file system checks (fsck), even if clean
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ext2 performance

� Read-ahead

� more than one block per read requested from disk

� when accessing files sequentially

� when reading directories

� Block-Groups

� inodes and data blocks ,,close“ to each other on hard disk

� reduces head-seek-times

� Preallocation

� allocating a block to a file results in allocating up to 8 continuous

blocks

� improves write- and read performance
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ext2

� managing free entities

� inode allocation bitmap

� data allocation bitmap

� maximum file size

� depends on block size b

� min(( b
4

)3 + ( b
4

)2 + b
4

+ 12) ∗ b, 232 ∗ b)

� b=1KB: 16GB

� b=4KB: 2 TB
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ext3

� based on ext2

� journaling file system

� simple

� well tested

� differences to ext2:

� Journal

� file systems can grow dynamically

� HTree for big directories
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ext3 Journal

� changes to files stored in a journal

� in principle a cyclic log

� first change noted in journal

� then executed in file system

� after crash: allows fixing inconsistencies easier
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Journal - typical scenario

� file system is consistent

� changes are requested

� changes noted in journal

� changes executed in file system

� similar to stable storage concept
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journaling - example

� delete file

� may need two steps

1. remove reference from directory

2. delete inode

� Crash between the two steps:

� orphaned inode

� inconsistency

� Change order?

� directory references non-existing inode

� later: inode gets reused: may have fatal consequences
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Journal

� Without Journal: fsck - file system check at reboot

� Now:

� Read entries from journal

� execute changes if required

� file system consistent much faster

� changes become atomic

� either they have been done completely

� either they have been completed before the crash

� or they are executed after the crash from the journal

� or they are not done at all (not being written into the journal)
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implementing journals

� storage:

� regular file (may grow)

� hidden file that may not be moved

� special area on disk

� separate Device (SSD; NV-Ram)

� journal for the journal

� must be able to check the integrity of the journal

� checksum

� ignore entries with incorrect checksum
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physical journals

� writes a copy of each block

� first into the journal

� then on the disk

� Crash: either

� neither in journal nor on disk: no change

� only in journal: copy to disk

� already on disk: nothing to do

� high overhead

� acceptable for high correctness requirements
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logical journals

� only Metadata written to journal

� trades safety against performance

� may lead to asynchronicity between Metadata and data

� example: enlarging a file concerns

1. inode (size)

2. free space bitmap (one further block assigned)

3. new block (data)

� logical journal does not contain step 3: may lead to correct structure

but garbage in file
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writing journals

� writes to disk optimized by OS

� consequently the journal may be written after changes to disk is

committed

� requires synchronization of kernel, file system and drivers

� journaling-system must enforce flushing the disk-caches
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journals in ext3

� three levels

1. Journal (minimum risk taken)

� data written to journal

� data written to disk

� data has to be written twice

2. Ordered (medium risk taken)

� Only Metadata to journal, data directly written to files

� Changes to Metadata only declared ,,committed“ if data actually on

disk

� If only data is involved: nothing done in journal
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journals in ext3

1. Writeback (highest risk taken):

� Only metadata covered to journal. Data written to disk ,,eventually“

(task of sync-process). Risk of data-loss highest.

� Data-structure safe in all three levels. No checksums on journal.

� Content safe only in level 1.
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� successor of ext3

� volume size up to 1 exibyte (260)

� file size up to 16 tebibytes (240)

� uses

� extents

� preallocation

� allocate-on-flush

� journals with checksum
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